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CUSTOMER SERVICE

INNOVATION AND RESEARCH

The Tildenet Group...

OVER 40 YEARS OF MANUFACTURING EXPERIENCE

DELIVERY

WAREHOUSE

Our policy of continually investing in modern manufacturing machinery has enabled us to control every stage 
of production from raw material to high quality finish and packaging, allowing us to produce our top quality 
product range at competitive prices.

The Tildenet Group is split into 4 key divisions, offering quality products and 
services within the Sport, Horticulture, Industrial and Fencing markets. 

For more information about the history of Tildenet and the expertise we offer, 
visit www.tildenetgroup.co.uk or phone 0117 966 9684.

We have an established history of working with many of the highest profile institutions in British sport. 
Developing a product range that satisfies the requirements of the top professional clubs, schools, universities 
and grassroot clubs. We have played a major role in sports pitch protection, pioneering the use of covers 
for frost and rain protection as well as inventing and developing the germination sheet product range. 
Our frost and rain covers have been used at the majority of the top professional football, rugby, and horse 
racing venues helping to prevent fixture cancellation. Our dedicated research and development department 
continue to develop our product range and their applications in order to meet the growing market demands.

We offer a standard 3 day delivery nationwide service and also a premium next day service.

Our distribution centre has over 100,000 sq ft of capacity. Our state of the 
art stock control systems and extensive stock holding ensures that the 
majority of orders will be picked and despatched the same day as ordered.

Our dedicated customer service team will provide a friendly efficient service. 
Fully trained staff will be able to assist you with any information you may 
require and will help you decide which product is most suitable to fulfil your 
needs. Our aftersales service team will be on hand to help you get the most 
from your purchase.

OFFICIAL SUPPLIER

Leading the field in sports netting, equipment 
and grounds maintenance products.

SPORT  |  HORTICULTURE  |  INDUSTRIAL  |  FENCING
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Tildenet actively supports 
Cricket Without Boundaries, an 
organisation enabling volunteers 
coaching cricket in Kenya, Uganda, 
Rwanda, Botswana using cricket 
metaphors to highlight HIV/AIDS 
awareness. They have trained 
over 1500 new coaches and 
brought the game of cricket to 
more than 15000 children in 
sub-Saharan Africa.
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TYPICAL PITCH SIZES

Tennis Court

90-120m

46-92m

69m

100m 23.77m

10.97m

45.72-82.3m

20.12m

3.05m
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ECONOMY GERMINATION SHEET
4m x 250m  GERM16  £144

8.5m x 250m  GERM19  £285

12.75m x 250m  GERM10  £409

Other sizes available on request

Tildenet Germination Sheets are specially designed 
to speed up germination for faster growth, helping 
to guarantee good seed germination. They can 
considerably improve the quality of your pitch at a 
fraction of the cost of re-turfing.

• Available for hire or purchase
• Suitable for large or small grass areas
• Grass germinates in days
• Saves on seed and labour
• Gives uniform grass coverage
• Protects seed from wind, birds, frost and scorching

ECONOMY GERMINATION SHEET

Creates a Micro-Climate
Germination sheets allow UV rays, air 
and water to penetrate the surface. 
The heat and moisture are then 
retained which helps to double the 
speed of germination and grass growth.

Lightweight material ensures easy deployment

One week after seeding
Cover your pitch with Tildenet 

Germination Sheets Removing germination sheet after 7 days
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1. Broadcast pre-germinated grass 
seed onto the pitch

2. Cover the pitch with a Tildenet 
Germination Sheet

3. Speed up germination by 
controlling temperatures with 
careful use of under-soil heating

4. Significant new growth will be 
visible within 3 - 4 days.

Grown without Tildenet 
Germination Sheet

Grown with Tildenet 
Germination Sheet

The original grass germination sheet was 
invented by Tildenet over 30 years ago. 
Specially designed to speed up germination 
for faster growth, extend re-seeding periods, 
give uniform grass coverage, and save 
on seed and labour. The sheets provide 
effective protection from wind, birds, 
scorching and frost. Retaining the ground’s 
moisture allows groundsmen to reliably 
control reseeding with visible results.

ECONOMY GERMINATION SHEET

WITH TAPED EDGE & BRASS EYELETS

WITHOUT TAPED EDGE & BRASS EYELETS

3.66m x 5m  GERM03  £75

3.66m x 23m  GERM05  £230

7.2m x 37.5m  GERM23  £564

3.66m x 25m  GERM22  £105

3.66m x 100m  GERM18  £480

HEAVY DUTY GERMINATION SHEET

Heavy Duty UV stabilised material designed to last

FOUR QUICK STEPS TO A RENOVATED PITCH
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The Waterhog Junior is an easy to 
use “push-along” model with a tank 
capacity of 50 litres and a discharge 
time of 20 seconds. This smaller 
model is ideal for clearing water 
off all sports surfaces. Spare drum 
spongers are also available.

RAIN COVER WITH PULLING HANDLES

INFLATABLE ROLLER

RAIN COVER

INFLATABLE ROLLER

WATERHOG

REPLACEMENT SPONGES

26m x 60m GPC2013

26m (L)  ROL008

21m x 75m GPC2011

21m (L)  ROL009

SPG006 £975

SPG002 £105

PRICES AVAILABLE ON APPLICATION

                  These easy roll rain covers can 
prevent waterlogged turf and fixture 
cancellation across a full pitch, or for specific 
problem areas. The covers provide protection 
whilst allowing the grass to breathe, grow and 
stay green, maintaining all year round grass 
coverage. Lightweight inflatable rollers are 
also available for quick and easy deployment, 
which can be deflated for storage.

RAIN COVERS

WATERHOG JUNIOR
NEW

“Tildenet rain covers saved our 
game last weekend – they’ve 
already paid for themselves”

Michael Merriman 

Groundsman, Mansfield Town FC

 ANY SIZE 
MADE TO 
ORDER
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This defrosting system allows warm 
air to be blown under the covers to 
thaw frozen turf, providing playable 
conditions for important fixtures 
during freezing weather conditions.

PRICES AVAILABLE ON APPLICATION

Available for emergency hire with 24 hour 
notice to prevent fixture cancellation

These frost covers have been successfully 
used since 1983. Made from porous 
material, these covers encourage the 
grass to grow, breathe and stay green 
- preventing game cancellations due to 
frost. The covers can protect from heavy 
frosts down to -5°c and have even been 
successful at -10°c.

WATERHOG

REPLACEMENT SPONGES

PLAIN EDGE NO EYELETS

WEBBED EDGE & BRASS EYELETS

PLAIN EDGE NO EYELETS

INFLATABLE ROLLER

7.2m x 37.5m GPC1008

7.2m x 37.5m GPC2004 

21m x 76m GPC2014

21m (L)  ROL009

PRICES AVAILABLE ON APPLICATION

HEAVY DUTY FROST COVERS

DEFROSTING SYSTEMS

 ANY SIZE 
MADE TO 
ORDER
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This made to measure lightweight netting can be used to safely separate rival 
fans in stadiums. It can also be used to close off seats that have not been sold, 
helping to prevent unauthorised seating. It is made from a strong, flame retardant 
mesh and is available in a range of colours. We also offer a printing service, allowing you to 
print your sponsor’s logo onto the netting for increased advertising revenue. Choose from 
95% dense mesh or open netting.

CROWD SEGREGATION NET

CROWD SEGREGATION NET
PRICES AVAILABLE ON APPLICATION Custom colour & printing service available

 ANY SIZE 
MADE TO 
ORDER
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2.4m x 2.1m  BOWL03  £35

2.75m x 2.1m  BOWL04  £39

Wet weather and heavy bowling usage can damage 
turf. This mat protects turf from the impact of the bowl. 
The mat is made from 85% heavy duty material, with 
reinforced brass eyelets on three sides for secure fixing 
and a sewn in polythene band around the edge to give the 
eyelets extra grip - preventing slippage when in use. This 
bowl mat comes with all fixings included.

BOWL TURF PROTECTION MAT

BOWL TURF PROTECTION MAT

STANDARD

XL

Pegs securely into the ground, fixings included Durable metal eyelets with sewn in polythene band for extra grip
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The Portanet is an innovative cricket practice net for essential skills practice. It is easy to 
assemble and transport, making it ideal for practice anywhere, anytime and is suitable for 
amateurs and professionals alike. The Portanet is highly versatile, and can be used as either 
a practice net or in a straight line as a barrier, enabling up to 48 players to use the net at the 
same time. The knotted surround net has a mesh size of 48mm x 48mm.

PORTANET

Comes complete with all poles, nets, pegs, guy ropes required for 
assembly and a canvas case for portability

Each kit includes: 6x top poles & 6x base poles (25mm steel), 4x guy 
ropes, 10x ground pegs, 1x Tildenet surround 48mm x 48mm surround 
net and clips

Portanet used as a barrier for essential skills group practice

Ideal for home practice

ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE

Lay out the net - drive in each base pole 
adjacent to each of the 6 clips

Attach each of the clips to the hoops of 
each top pole

Lift the top poles and net and fix onto 
the base poles

Hammer in the ground pegs and attach 
guy ropes

1

2

3

4
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1 Lane - 7.3m (L) x 3.6m 
(W) x 3m (H) OR 1 Barrier 
Net - 18.3m x 3m 
MCN009  £249

1 Lane - 7.3m (L) x 3.6m 
(W) x 3m (H) AND 1 
Barrier Net - 18.3m x 3m 
MCN012  £489

2 Lanes - 14.4m (L) x 
3.6m (W) x 3m (H) AND 1 
Divider Net - 18.3m 
MCN013  £724

2 Lanes - 18.3m (L) x 
3.6m (W) x 3m (H) AND 
1 Barrier Net - 11m x 3m 
OR 1 Lane - 7.3m x 3.6m 
MCN014  £950

3 Lanes - 18.3m (L) x 
3.6m (W) x 3m (H) AND 1 
Barrier Net - 7.3m x 3m
MCN015 £1167

4 Lanes - 18.3m (L) x 
3.6m (W) x 3m (H) AND 1 
Barrier Net - 3.6m x 3m 
MCN016  £1379

5 Lanes - 18.3m (L) x 
3.6m (W) x 3m (H) 
MCN017  £1584

1 PORTANET

2 PORTANETS

3 PORTANETS

4 PORTANETS

5 PORTANETS

6 PORTANETS

7 PORTANETS

2 x 18.3m lanes plus 11m barrier (4 Portanets)

2 x 18.3m lanes plus 7.3m lane (4 Portanets)

5 x 18.3m (7 Portanets)
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CRICKET COMPLETE PRACTICE SYSTEM

BOWL10  £225

MCN012  £489

ART021  £799

BOWLING MACHINE

PRACTICE CAGE WITH ROOF
AND BACK STOP NET

INSTANT PITCH

An accurate electric bowling machine, reliable for 
batting practice for all standards of Cricketer.
• Variable bowling speeds up to 100kph (60mph)
• Able to produce inswing & outswing deliveries
• Adjustable for full pitch & short pitch deliveries
• Requires Mains Power supply
• Comes with 12 lightweight balls

Our skills pitch is a perfect coaching aid for young 
players in schools and clubs. Bowling and Batting 
targets will help your players achieve a
consistent line and length. It can be used with 
both hard balls and soft balls and rolled out on 
any playing surface.
• Improved ball bounce
• Better seam and spin performance
• Easy to work with and softer when rolling out
• Bright colours
• Designs to support coaching
• More surface traction
• 8m x 1.4m pitch

An easily erected practice cage and back stop net. 
Ideal for both individual and group practice.
• Extremely portable
• No tools or step ladders required
• Poles split into two for easy assembly & storage
• Base poles have an ‘L’ shaped bar to enable the 

poles to be stepped into the ground
• Ideal for gardens, schools and clubs
• Durable and stable in high winds 
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CRICKET COMPLETE PRACTICE SYSTEM

RRP WHEN BOUGHT SEPARATELY  £1593

COMPLETE KIT PRICE  MCN040  £1199

CRICKET COMPLETE PRACTICE SYSTEM

Introducing our Complete Cricket Practice System, ideal for both amateur and professional 
players alike. This full system is a perfect practice tool for schools and cricket clubs and is 
also practical for domestic use, allowing group practice as well as individual.

The Complete Practice System includes:
• MCN030 - Practice cage with roof - 7.3m (L) 
x 3.6m (W) x 3m (H)

• MCN004 - 18.3m x 3m back stop net
• BOWL10 - Bowling machine with 12 balls
• ART021 - Instant pitch
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This range of mobile cricket nets are designed 
to be as easy to assemble, and manoeuvre as 
possible – featuring retractable wheels and 
a built in lifting bar which allows the entire 
structure to be moved by two people. The 
structures are built with galvanised steel bolts 
and joints reinforced with triangular braces, 
making them extremely hard wearing, durable 
and rust resistant. Our black powder coated 
model gives a longer life and smarter finish, 
whilst our aluminium model is as robust as the 
steel but a lot lighter in weight.

MOBILE CRICKET NET - STEEL 

GALVANISED

GALVANISED BLACK COATED

ALUMINIUM

NET ONLY

220kg  MCF003  £1,150

220kg  MCF013  £1,350

120kg  MCF006  £1,300

3m (H) x 3m (W) x 7.2m (L)  MCN002  £200

MOBILE CRICKET NETS
3m (H) x 3m (W) x 7.2m (L)
48mm knotted surround net.
40mm x 40mm box section posts.

Retractable WheelsLifting BarBlack Coated Model
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The steel XL dome is designed to be as 
manoeuvrable and easy to assemble as 
possible, whilst remaining durable and 
rust resistant. The increase 
in size enables complete 
ease of practice for players 
during training sessions.

MOBILE CRICKET NET - STEEL XL DOME
MOBILE CRICKET NET - STEEL XL DOME

NET ONLY

3.6m (H) x 3.6m (W) x 7.2m (L) - 210kg
48mm knotted surround net
MCF004  £1,150

3.6m (H) x 3.6m (W) x 7.2m (L)
MCN001  £250

HEAVY 
DUTY 50MM 

TUBING

XL Steel Dome

Conventional 3m2 
practice net

3.6m

3.6m

3m

3m

Retractable WheelsLifting Bar
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Fully mobile practice net featuring galvanised steel 
frames, strong and long lasting netting and wheels 
on each upright for easy manoeuvrability. Available 
in a standard size with easy-fit extensions to extend 
the system by an additional 3.66m.

BASE

EXTENSION

3m (H) x 3.66m (W) x 10.98m (L)
MCF020 £2,200

3m (H) x 3.66m (W) x 3.66m (L)
MCF021 £560

MOBILE CRICKET PRACTICE NET

 INSTALLATION 
SERVICE 
AVAILABLE

USED AT
LORD’S
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This handy ball stop kit can be assembled in minutes, and 
has everything you need to prevent ball loss as well as 
protecting your square in the closed season. It is made 
from 1m x 25m strong durable netting and comes supplied 
with 7 light push-in posts. Colour customisations are also 
available on request.

Strong, weather resistant, pitch marking boundary rope. Available in three different sizes.

BALL STOP KIT

BOUNDARY ROPE

BASE

EXTENSION

BOUNDARY ROPE

BALL STOP KIT

24mm x 220m  ROP24  £200
28mm x 220m  ROP28  £270
32mm x 220m  ROP32  £350

1m (H) x 25m (W)
Strong, durable net
BS0007  
£75
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Our cricket net blinkers are designed to reduce distraction 
from adjoining lanes, whilst the heavy duty white wicket 
panel acts as a sight screen. They also reduce wear and tear, 
helping to extend the life of the net, as well as providing an 
additional barrier to reduce risk of injury. Comes complete 
with grommets top and bottom with hooks already attached 
every 50cm for easy installation and removal.

A PVC skirt around the base of your net to prevent damage from vermin and other pests.

CRICKET NET BLINKERS

SKIRT FOR STATIC NET & FRAME

CRICKET NET BLINKERS

SKIRT FOR STATIC NET & FRAME

1.8m x 18.5m 
BLI001  
£205

0.5m (H) x per metre
CNF010  
£7

Standard colour green - other 
colours available on request

BESPOKE PRINTING SERVICE AVAILABLE 
Ideal for promoting your club or advertising opportunities for your sponsors

BESPOKE PRINTING SERVICE AVAILABLE 
Ideal for promoting your club or advertising opportunities for your sponsors

 ANY SIZE 
MADE TO 
ORDER
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The static net and frame is a custom made product, the 
frame is made from strong, durable 50mm diameter 
galvanised steel. Vermin skirting is also available on 
request. Any size available, we offer a made to order 
service. 48mm surround net mesh.

STATIC NET & FRAME
CRICKET NET BLINKERS STATIC NET & FRAME

ANTI-BILLOW CABLE

3.66m (H) x 7.4m (L) x 3.66m (W)
1 BAY  CNF13  £775
2 BAY  CNF14  £1,313
3 BAY  CNF14  £1,750
4 BAY  CNF16  £2,333

3.66m (H) x 11.1m (L) x 3.66m (W)
1 BAY  CNF9  £1,010
2 BAY  CNF10  £1,711
3 BAY  CNF11  £2,281
4 BAY  CNF12  £3,041

3.66m (H) x 14.8m (L) x 3.66m (W)
1 BAY  CNF5  £1,238
2 BAY  CNF6  £2,160
3 BAY  CNF7  £2,839
4 BAY  CNF8  £3,714

3.66m (H) x 18.5m (L) x 3.66m (W)
1 BAY  CNF1  £1,509
2 BAY  CNF2  £2,578
3 BAY  CNF3  £3,388
4 BAY  CNF4  £4,401

50m Roll  FCW2006  £52.50

 ANY SIZE 
MADE TO 
ORDER

 INSTALLATION 
SERVICE 
AVAILABLE
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Our new skills pitch is a perfect coaching aid for young 
players in schools and clubs. Bowling and Batting 
targets will help your players achieve a consistent line 
and length. Can be used with both hard balls and soft 
balls and rolled out on any playing surface.

POWERPLAY INSTANT PITCH

ROLLOUT INSTANT PITCH

Cost effective Cricket in an instant

POWERPLAY INSTANT PITCH

INSTANT PITCH

1.9m (W) x 24m (H)  ART001  £4000
Complete with storage trolley, roll 
up core & 6 stabiliser strips.

6m x 1.4m pitch
ART020  £599
8m x 1.4m pitch
ART021  £799

1.4m

8m

• Improved ball bounce
• Better seam and spin performance
• Easy to work with and softer when 

rolling out
• Bright colours
• Designs to support coaching
• More surface traction

Instant artificial turf pitch which can be rolled out on to number of surfaces to offer a true 
realistic experience. Features durable synthetic turf surface to cater for both spin and seam, 
and offers good grip underfoot. The unique design helps regulate ball bounce as well as 
providing player comfort, while the Powerplay strips ensure the mat lies flat and provide 
a smooth run-up for bowlers. Easy to set up and comes complete with a special trolley to 
ensure the surface retains its shape and performance characteristics between games.
The Powerplay pitch offers cricket facilities at a fraction of the cost of installing a new pitch. 
It has fewer maintenance costs than a grassed pitch and has a long lifespan.

 INSTALLATION 
SERVICE 
AVAILABLE
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This sturdy, traditionally 
designed timber sight screen 
has been used all over the 
UK at all levels of the game. 
Softwood boarding is built 
onto a strong main bearer 
with substantial timber axles 
and fully galvanised steel 
wheels.

The Portascreen is part of our Portarange - a simple, portable 
cricket sight screen that can be set up in minutes. It comes with 4 
posts, guy ropes and a carry bag for quick and easy storage. The 
Portascreen is perfect for using in municipal parks, out grounds 
and practice net areas.

WOODEN SIGHT SCREEN

PORTASCREEN

WOODEN SIGHT SCREEN

PORTASCREEN

INSTANT PITCH

4.27m (W) 
x 3.66m (H)
CSS025  
£1600

7.5m (W) x 3m (H)
MCN010  
£290

6m x 1.4m pitch
ART020  £599
8m x 1.4m pitch
ART021  £799

 INSTALLATION 
SERVICE 
AVAILABLE

The Portascreen is not suitable for use in exposed areas and shouldn’t be used as a permanent screen solution
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This retractable sight screen has geared rollers 
enabling the screen to be lowered and retracted in 
seconds. The structure consists of a strong, galvanised 
frame along with a 30% porous PVC screen.

RETRAX ROLLER SIGHT SCREEN
RETRAX ROLLER SIGHT SCREEN 
& FRAME

REPLACEMENT ROLLER SIGHT 
SCREEN

Frame - 4.25m (H) x 5m (W)
Base - 2.8m (D) x 5m (W)
Galvanised Steel
30% porous PVC screen
CSS020  £1200

Replacement roller sight screen 
material is available, allowing you to 
replace the screen whilst keeping the 
original frame.
CSS017  £213

Screen is easily rolled up
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These lightweight mobile sight screens can be dismantled and reassembled easily so 
they can be moved to other pitches if required. The fixed wheels allow for effortless 
manoeuvrability in and around the pitch. The frame is made from strong, durable galvanised 
steel with a 30% porous screen. The fixed mesh screen is available in standard white, black 
or double sided material, as well as deluxe PVC material, which is longer lasting and easier to 
clean. The double sided option allows you to have a screen that is suitable for both day and 
night time games.

STANDARD SIGHT SCREEN

Black sight screen material

White sight screen material

Deluxe PVC sight screen material

STANDARD SIGHT SCREEN & FRAME

GALVANISED

POWDER COATED BLACK

SIGHT SCREEN MATERIAL

STANDARD

STANDARD REVERSIBLE BLACK/WHITE

DELUXE PVC

ROLLER SIGHT SCREEN 
CONVERSION KIT

SIGHT SCREEN SWIVEL WHEEL 
CONVERSION KIT

SIGHT SCREEN SWIVEL WHEEL 
CONVERSION KIT (BLACK COATED)

4.25m (H) x 5m (W)

CSS018  £950

CSS030  £1,100

3.66m (H) x 5m (W)

CSS003  £95

CSS027  £190

CSS004  £213

CSS006  £550

CSS029  £340

CSS031  £440
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HEAVY DUTY GRASS GERMINATION SHEET

1. Broadcast pre-germinated grass 
seed onto the pitch

2. Cover the pitch with a Tildenet 
Germination Sheet

3. Speed up germination by 
controlling temperatures with 
careful use of under-soil heating

4. Significant new growth will be 
visible within 3 - 4 days.

Grown without Tildenet 
Germination Sheet

Grown with Tildenet 
Germination Sheet

FOUR QUICK STEPS TO A RENOVATED PITCH

Creates a Micro-Climate
Germination sheets allow UV rays, air and water to penetrate the surface. The heat and 

moisture are then retained which helps to double the speed of germination and grass growth.
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ECONOMY GRASS GERMINATION SHEET

WITH TAPED EDGE & BRASS EYELETS

WITHOUT TAPED EDGE & BRASS EYELETS

3.66m x 5m  GERM03  £75

3.66m x 23m  GERM05  £230

7.2m x 37.5m  GERM23  £564

3.66m x 25m  GERM22  £105

3.66m x 100m  GERM18  £480

Heavy Duty UV stabilised material designed to last

The original grass germination sheet was 
invented by Tildenet over 30 years ago. 
Specially designed to speed up germination 
for faster growth, extend re-seeding periods, 
give uniform grass coverage, and saves 
on seed and labour. The sheets provide 
effective protection from wind, birds, 
scorching and frost. Retaining the ground’s 
moisture allows groundsmen to reliably 
control reseeding with visible results.

ECONOMY GERMINATION SHEET
4m x 250m  GERM16  £144

8.5m x 250m  GERM19  £285

12.75m x 250m  GERM10  £409

Other sizes available on request

Lightweight material ensures easy deployment
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These lay flat rain covers offer an easy to use solution for quick protection against rain prior 
to or during play. Made from lightweight and durable material with strong, webbed pulling 
handles. Covers are easy to pull on and off the pitch by one person and are ideal for covering 
large areas of the square and out-field. We supply a number of standard sizes and can 
accommodate any bespoke size upon request.

LAY FLAT RAIN COVER

LAY FLAT RAIN COVERS
3.66m x 25m  WRC006  £250

3.66m x 30m  WRC007  £325

3.66m x 35m  WRC008  £395

7.2m x 30m  WRC010  £650

 ANY SIZE 
MADE TO 
ORDER
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Large raised covers keep the pitch 
dry and allow it to breath, with ‘one 
piece’ gutters that prevent leakage. 
Comes complete with quality flexible 
hose for rapid water dispersal. Our 
additional lay flat side sheets and 
bowlers run up covers can be easily 
attached.

MOBILE DOME RAIN COVERS
MOBILE DOME RAIN COVERS

SIDE SHEET ATTACHMENT KIT

4m x 7.32m (Set of 3)
MCD015  £3,999

Includes all fixings, steel cables and specially made 
brackets along with a full delivery and professional 
installation service, fitted on site by our team.
WRC033  £281

PRICE INCLUDES DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION
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Covers made of 250gsm UV stabilised 
white material, complete with hems, 
eyelets and grab handles. All of our 
covers come with pegs and karabiners 
for fixing. Our side sheet attachment 
kit will also be required to fit your side 
sheets on to your mobile dome.

SIDE SHEET LAY FLAT COVERS

The Waterhog Junior is an easy to 
use “push-along” model with a tank 
capacity of 50 litres and a discharge 
time of 20 seconds. This smaller 
model is ideal for clearing water 
off all sports surfaces. Spare drum 
spongers are also available.

WATERHOG

REPLACEMENT SPONGES
SPG006 £975

SPG002 £105

WATERHOG JUNIOR
NEW

SIDE SHEET LAY FLAT COVERS

SIDE SHEET ATTACHMENT KIT

24m x 4m
WRC035  £495

Includes all fixings, steel cables and specially made 
brackets along with a full delivery and professional 
installation service, fitted on site by our team.
WRC033  £281

Replacement covers available, prices on application.
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Made from the same 250gsm, UV 
stabilised white material as our mobile 
dome and side covers - our bowlers 
run-up covers provide maximum 
protection and coverage. Also comes 
complete with pegs and karabiners for 
fixing. Our side sheet attachment kit 
will also be required to fit your bowlers 
run up covers on to your mobile dome.

BOWLERS RUN UP COVERS

CUSTOM COLOUR & PRINTING SERVICE

WATERHOG

REPLACEMENT SPONGES
SPG006 £975

SPG002 £105

BOWLERS RUN UP COVERS

SIDE SHEET ATTACHMENT KIT

9.2m x 4.6m
WRC031  £185

Includes all fixings, steel cables and specially made 
brackets along with a full delivery and professional 
installation service, fitted on site by our team.
WRC033  £281

PRICES AVAILABLE ON APPLICATION

Ideal for promoting your club or advertising 
opportunities for your sponsors

Custom colour & printing service available
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This net is ideal for all levels of golfer. It is especially 
good for beginners as it is completely enclosed, 
giving extra protection against miss-hits. Easily 
installed, the club net is a stand-alone structure 
assembled from 48mm galvanised steel tube and 
connected by robust steel fixings. Comes complete 
with a sewn in baffle to prevent bounce back. 
Available in galvanised steel or powder coated for 
extra durability.

CLUB NET & FRAME - POWDER COATED
CLUB NET & FRAME - POWDER 
COATED

ADDITIONAL BAY

3m (W) x 3m (H) x 3.8m (D)
High tenacity 22mm golf net 
48mm galvanised steel tube with 
powder coating.
GOL015  £650

GOL018  £490
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CLUB NET & FRAME - GALVANISED
CLUB NET & FRAME -
GALVANISED

ADDITIONAL BAY

REPLACEMENT NET

3m (W) x 3m (H) x 3.8m (D)
High tenacity 22mm golf net, 48mm 
galvanised steel frame.
GOL006  £550

GOL011  £330

GOL002  £295
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Manufactured from foam-filled heavy duty PVC, these padded bay dividers have a solid 
barrier, providing customer privacy and protection. We also offer a logo printing service, 
please call for more details.

Creates a safe divider with an 
attractive open feel with clear visibility. 
Manufactured from strong mesh 
screen, all screen bay dividers can be 
printed with logos and are available in 
six colours.

PADDED BAY DIVIDERS

SCREEN BAY DIVIDERS

PRICES AVAILABLE ON APPLICATION

Choice of six colours

The base is secured by an 
aluminium channel

Aluminium channel fixed flush to 
the floor

The top of the net is attached 
to the roof by a shackle to bay 
dividers installed under tension with 
galvanised wire rope and fixings

PRICES AVAILABLE ON APPLICATION

 INSTALLATION 
SERVICE 
AVAILABLE

 ANY SIZE 
MADE TO 
ORDER

 INSTALLATION 
SERVICE 
AVAILABLE
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Manufactured from strong 22m golf netting, the net bay divider has clear visibility and offers 
full body protection from other players. The front reinforced PVC triangle can be printed with 
logos or lane numbers.

This steel bay divider is made from 
strong, durable galvanised steel, yet 
is also easily portable, so can be used 
anywhere on the course. Finished in 
a green powder coating for added 
durability.

NET BAY DIVIDERS

PRICES AVAILABLE ON APPLICATION

 INSTALLATION 
SERVICE 
AVAILABLE

STEEL BAY DIVIDER
1.5m x 0.75m
Galvanised steel, powder coated green
BAY001  £98

STEEL BAY DIVIDERS
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100g m2 premium quality golf bunker membrane is manufactured from polypropylene. Our 
unique ripple weave technology gives excellent water dispersion whilst eliminating puddling, 
preventing stones from rising to the surface. Available in a range of widths, this cost effective 
material is UV stabilised, providing effective protection for up to five years.

GOLF BUNKER MEMBRANE

The Waterhog Junior is an easy to 
use “push-along” model with a tank 
capacity of 50 litres and a discharge 
time of 20 seconds. This smaller 
model is ideal for clearing water 
off all sports surfaces. Spare drum 
spongers are also available.

WATERHOG

REPLACEMENT SPONGES
SPG006 £975

SPG002 £105

WATERHOG JUNIOR
NEW

GOLF BUNKER MEMBRANE
1m x 50m
BUNK01  £18
2m x 50m
BUNK03  £36
3.3m x 50m
BUNK05  £59
4m x 50m
BUNK10  £72
5m x 50m
BUNK12  £90
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ECONOMY GRASS GERMINATION SHEET

WATERHOG

REPLACEMENT SPONGES
SPG006 £975

SPG002 £105

GOLF BUNKER MEMBRANE

1. Broadcast pre-germinated grass 
seed onto the pitch

2. Cover the pitch with a Tildenet 
Germination Sheet

3. Speed up germination by 
controlling temperatures with 
careful use of under-soil heating

4. Significant new growth will be 
visible within 3 - 4 days.

Grown without Tildenet 
Germination Sheet

Grown with Tildenet 
Germination Sheet

FOUR QUICK STEPS TO A RENOVATED PITCH

ECONOMY GERMINATION SHEET
4m x 250m  GERM16  £144

8.5m x 250m  GERM19  £285

12.75m x 250m  GERM10  £409

Other sizes available on request

Tildenet Germination Sheets are specially designed 
to speed up germination for faster growth, helping 
to guarantee good seed germination. They can 
considerably improve the quality of your pitch at a 
fraction of the cost of re-turfing.

• Available for hire or purchase
• Suitable for large or small grass areas
• Grass germinates in days
• Saves on seed and labour
• Gives uniform grass coverage
• Protects seed from wind, birds, frost and scorching.

Creates a Micro-Climate
Germination sheets allow UV rays, air 
and water to penetrate the surface. 
The heat and moisture are then 
retained which helps to double the 
speed of germination and grass growth.

Lightweight material ensures easy deployment
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The Golf Portanet is a portable golf practice net that can be 
assembled in minutes. Used by professionals and enjoyed 
by amateurs alike, making it suitable for home or club use. 
Composed of high tenacity 22mm netting with a sewn in baffle 
that prevents bounce back. Comes complete with durable carry 
bag for easy storage.

GOLF PORTANET
GOLF PORTANET
3m (W) x 3m (H) x 3m (D)
High tenacity 22mm net
GOL017  £195

This extremely robust net is the perfect material to absorb the impact 
of a ball. Originally designed to be used as a safety net behind archery 
targets, it is more than equal to the impact of a golf ball.

PROFESSIONAL BAFFLE NET
BAFFLE NET
3.2m (W) x 3m (H)
GOL007  £100

 ANY SIZE 
MADE TO 
ORDER
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A self-supporting frame, ideal for all levels 
of golfer. Front sides of net are free of the 
front legs to avoid danger of the clubs coming 
into contact with front uprights. Impact net 
is supported on a straining wire to prevent 
hazardous rebounds. The tunnel effect of the 
net allows the golfer to get an indication of the 
direction of the hit. Additional wing available 
for attaching to one or both sides to give extra 
protection. Comes complete with stabilizers 
for use in windy locations.

The standard specification 
provides for a left or right hand 
wing extension. The impact net is 
supported on a wire strainer to 
protect against hazardous rebounds. 
The tubes are manufactured from 
26mm diameter galvanised steel 
tube. The surround and impact 
nets are manufactured to the same 
high quality that we use on our 
professional golf nets.

DOMESTIC TUNNEL SUPERNET

DOMESTIC PRO PRACTICE BAY

GOLF PORTANET

PRO PRACTICE BAY

3m (W) x 3m (H) x 3m (D)
High tenacity 22mm net
GOL017  £195

2.7m (W) x 2.7m (H) x 2.7m (D)
26mm galvanised steel 
20 mm mesh rot proof duranet 
U.V. stabilised against sunlight
YAABCA  £305

TUNNEL SUPERNET
22mm galvanised steel
20mm mesh rot proof duranet
2.4m (W) x 2.6m (H) x 2m (D)  YAAAAD  £242
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The Foldaway Standard is a ridged hanging net for the smaller 
garden which can be easily and quickly assembled and 
dismantled. The net protects against hazardous rebounds 
with its sturdy rear uprights, while the surround net and baffle 
is manufactured to the same high quality that we use on our 
professional golf nets. Easily stored, the Foldaway Standard is 
quickly dismantled by loosening two grub screws. Simply lay 
all the poles parallel over the net and roll the net around the 
frame, securing it with velcro fixings on the strap provided. All 
nets come with a lightweight baffle as standard. Alternatively, 
you can upgrade to the high impact professional baffle - a 
robust, strong impact net designed for hard hitting and 
professional nets.

The Foldaway Standard is a ridged hanging net for the 
smaller garden, which can be easily and quickly assembled 
and dismantled. The net has side walls and a canopy for 
extra protection against stray hits, plus rear uprights to 
protect against hazardous rebounds. The surround net 
and baffle is manufactured to the same high quality that 
we use on our professional golf nets. All nets come with a 
lightweight baffle as standard. Alternatively, you can upgrade 
to the high impact professional baffle - a robust, strong 
impact net designed for hard hitting and professional nets.

FOLDAWAY STANDARD

FOLDAWAY DELUXE

DOMESTIC PRO PRACTICE BAY

DOMESTIC PRO PRACTICE BAY

2.7m (W) x 2.7m (H) x 2.7m (D)
26mm galvanised steel - 20 mm mesh rot proof 
duranet U.V. stabilised
YAAAAAF  £199

2.4m (W) x 2.5m (H) x 1m (D)
26mm galvanised steel & powder coated 
frame with standard baffle net
YAAAAB £229

• Velcro attached baffle net
• 26mm galvanised steel & powder 
coated

• Self supporting frame
• Easy to dismantle and store

NEW

NEW
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The ultimate take anywhere, anytime golf practice net. This portable golf net is ideal to carry in the 
boot of your car, always ready for use in the park, on the beach, indoors or even during your lunch 
hour.

This net comes with 2 different practice baffles. One is a general bullseye target allowing you to 
aim and fire, the second baffle is a 9 hole pocket target so you can enjoy a good game of chipping 
practice. Play with friends or on your own, this really is a great teaching aid and good fun for the 
whole family.

The golf net can be erected in seconds, thanks to its high quality steel screw-together frame which 
also folds down into a bag approximately 20cm in diameter. Totally portable, easily stored, suitable 
for indoor and outdoor use, this net creates many new opportunities for golf practice.

PORTABLE TARGET NET

GOLF BAG STAND
BAG STAND

2.4m (W) x 2.5m (H) x 1m (D)
26mm galvanised steel & powder coated 
frame with standard baffle net
YAAAAB £229

0.5m x 0.75m
Galvanised steel, finished powder coated green
BST001  
£48

DOMESTIC PRO PRACTICE BAY  3m (W) x 2m (H) x 1.8m (D)  YGAAAA  £90

NEW
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These eye-catching targets provide great practice for approach 
shots and can be used as multi targets for set distances from the 
tee. We also offer a printing service, so they can be printed with 
logos and yardage. Please call for more details.

The anti ball plugging net can save groundsmen thousands 
of pounds each year. The net is manufactured to prevent 
ball loss, therefore making ball collection easier. It is 
also designed to protect the quality of the grounds by 
preventing boggy ground, and aiding in grass recovery.

TARGET NET

ANTI BALL PLUGGING NET

2m  TG1010  £149
3m  TG1011  £169
4m  TG1012  £295

2m x 100m
ANT001  £105

TARGET NET

ANTI BALL PLUGGING NET
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Premium quality tee mat made from durable, artificial grass with a 
strong rubber base All four sides can be used, allowing the playing 
edge to be rotated; extending the life of the mat.

A rigid metal frame and grass top mat that provides a 
platform from which to drive off. Comes complete with 
heavy duty wooden base. This product can withstand all 
weather conditions and will be reliable throughout the 
winter months.

SUPERTEE MAT

WINTER TEE MAT & FRAME

0.9m x 1.3m
MAT008  £249

WINTER TEE MAT & FRAME
SMALL

SUPERTEE MAT
STANDARD

PREMIUM

1m x 1.5m
MAT003  £150

1.5m x 1.5m
MAT006  £248

Standard quality Premium quality

The Premium quality 
Supertee matt has 
25mm rubber shock 
base with central 
cushioning – designed 
to simulate real 
grass, making the 
mat perfect for hard 
surfaces.
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This tennis court surround mesh can be used 
for many different applications. Its high density 
material provides privacy for players on court, 
whilst acting as a sight screen to improve ball 
visibility. It can also be used as a windbreak for 
reduced wind-speed. There are two options to 
choose from, the standard screen comes with a 
button hole finished edge and cable tie fixings, 
whilst the super screen comes with strong 
webbed edging, brass eyelets and clips. Additional 
sizes are available on request. We also offer a 
logo printing service, please call for details.

TENNIS COURT SURROUND MESH
STANDARD SCREEN SUPER SCREEN
2m x 18.25m
BHTN04  £48
3m x 18.25m
BHTN06  £73
2m x 36.5m
BHTN02  £95
3m x 36.5m
BHTN01  £145

2m x 12m
SSTN01G  £95
2m x 18m
SSTN03G  £140
3m x 12m
SSTN02G  £142
3m x 18m
SSTN04G  £210
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This portable tennis net is easy to transport and store and can be assembled in minutes - 
perfect for gardens, schools and clubs. The Portafence is available in two sizes, the smaller 
size for use as a court divider net, and a larger size for use as a full perimeter surround net.

This strong porous cover protects tennis courts 
from debris. The cover is easy to install by 
fixing on to the surrounding fence. It can be 
stored neatly against a fence when not in use. 
This handy cover also provides effective frost 
protection during the colder months. (See 
waterproof covers for rain protection).

PORTAFENCE

TENNIS COURT DEBRIS COVER

PORTAFENCE NETTING

COURT DIVIDER

COURT SURROUND

TENNIS COURT DEBRIS COVER

48mm knotted surround net

3m x 37m
MCN021  £489

30m x 19m
MCN022  £1,379

17.5m x 17.5m Standard half court size
(Full court or other sizes available)
TEN005  £850
OTHER SIZES AVAILABLE
PRICES AVAILABLE ON APPLICATION

 INSTALLATION 
SERVICE 
AVAILABLE

Attached with 
brass clips
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These outdoor court divider nets are made from 48mm x 48mm strong knotted netting and 
can provide flexible, safe ball stop dividers for tennis and multi sports halls. The dividers 
come complete with strong overlocked edging all the way round and a weighted roped 
bottom edge. They can be installed on cables or on an aluminium trackway - allowing
the nets to be easily drawn and stored like a curtain.

This support post kit 
comes complete with 2 
galvanised steel posts 
with a built in winch and 
a wire rope tensioning 
system. It can all be 
attached with brass clips 
which are also included. 
This handy kit is used to 
strengthen and support 
outdoor divider nets.

OUTDOOR COURT DIVIDER NETS

SUPPORT POST KIT

 INSTALLATION 
SERVICE 
AVAILABLE

Court Divider Support post with winch

PRICES AVAILABLE ON APPLICATION

PRICES AVAILABLE ON 
APPLICATION
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This high quality tennis net is made from 3.5mm 
braided black twine with a vinyl coated fabric 
headband and plastic coated wire headline.

SINGLE BRAIDED TENNIS NET
SINGLE BRAIDED TENNIS NET
1.06m (H) x 12.72m (L)
3.5mm braided net
TEN003  £149
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Tildagrid turf reinforcement meshes are designed to allow for permanent protection in low 
traffic areas for cars and pedestrians. The mesh establishes itself with the grass once laid 
and provides a reinforcement aid to help reduce grass wear and rutting. It evenly spreads 
the weight, allowing for a stronger root base and gives a natural grassed finish. All meshes in 
the range can be mowed over once fully established. The Tildagrid is especially useful in golf 
courses for buggy and golfer walkways between tees. Please contact our customer service 
team for full specifications and installation guides.

This extra heavy duty turf reinforcement mesh is suitable for high traffic flow or plant 
machinery. It can be used to create overflow car parks or vehicle routes, and can protect 
entrance and exits or other areas of high wear. It comes complete with a unique anti-slip 
curved structure for extra protection and can be installed and left as permanent protection.

TILDAGRID REINFORCEMENT MESH

POWERGRID TURF REINFORCEMENT MESH

STANDARD

PREMIUM

POWER GRID 11 - STANDARD

POWER GRID 15 - PREMIUM

U-PINS FOR FIXING

450gsm - Mesh 25mm x 25mm
2m x 30m
GRTURF01  £120

650gsm - Mesh 25mm x 25mm
2m x 30m
GRTURF02  £160

11mm mesh, 2m x 20m
Up to 7 tonnes load bearing
TF1005  £295

15mm mesh, 2m x 20m
Up to 9 tonnes load bearing
TF1003  £425

170mm x 70mm x 6mm
FX1013  £0.60

 INSTALLATION 
SERVICE 
AVAILABLE

 INSTALLATION 
SERVICE 
AVAILABLE
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Manufactured from recycled rubber, this non-slip, 
resilient grass mat is predominately used on grassed 
areas in playgrounds, schools or even for home use. 
The matting is also ideal for protection on golf tees, 
walkways and bridges and can be used on flat or 
uneven ground.

As it is made from rubber, it absorbs any impact, 
making it perfect for accident-prone children in 
the playground and comes with a RAPRA approved 
critical fall height of 3m (industry standard).

Simply peg the mat down onto an existing grassed 
surface and cable tie multiple mats together, 
allowing grass to grow though. To prevent mats 
subsiding, a lightweight turf reinforcement mesh is 
recommended to be installed below the mat.

RUBBER GRASS MATS
RUBBER GRASS MATS

PLASTIC PEGS

CABLE TIES

1.5m x 1m x 23mm
Made from fully recycled rubber
GRRUB01  £28/mat

6 inch
FX1000  £0.15

200mm (Green)  FX4013  £7 per 100
297mm (Black)  FX4014  £8 per 100

Ideal for golf walkways and buggy 
routes - protects the high impact areas 
from damage as well as being non-slip
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Tildapave is a revolutionary development in ground 
reinforcement. It is tough, flexible and easy to install 
- making it the professional choice for a wide range of 
construction projects. UK Manufactured from 100% 
recycled material diverted from landfill. Tildapave is the 
environmental and sustainable solution of choice.

TILDAPAVE
TILDAPAVE
330mm x 330mm
Wall depth: 40mm
Wall thickness: 4mm
No. Of tiles per m2: 9
GRPAV01  
£1.50/tile  
£13.50/m2

APPLICATIONS
• Construction Sites
• Green Car Parking Areas
• Private Lanes And Access Roads 

(including  Emergency Access)
• Pathways And Drives
• Golf Courses
• Landscapes
• Equestrian And Livestock Facilities
• Green Roof And Rooftop Gardens
• River And Road Embankments
• Private Airfields
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Our unique ripple weave technology gives excellent 
water dispersion whilst eliminating puddling, preventing 
stones from rising to the surface, and has UV 
stabilisation for five years.

Our strong yet lightweight Mulchtex weed mat is the perfect landscape fabric for optimum 
water dispersion.

WEED CONTROL & BUNKER MEMBRANE

MULCHTEX LANDSCAPE FABRIC

WEED CONTROL MEMBRANE

MULCHTEX LANDSCAPE FABRIC

1m x 50m
BUNK01  £18
2m x 50m
BUNK03  £36
3.3m x 50m
BUNK05  £59
4m x 50m
BUNK10  £72
5m x 50m
BUNK12  £90

1.5m x 100m
MUL001  £32
2m x 100m
MUL002  £45
3.3m x 50m
MUL003  £57
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FENCING

Our permanent fencing systems are installed in concrete foundations or in our unique 
conical ground anchors (no concrete needed). The netting is installed on a pulley system to 
raise and lower when necessary.

PERMANENT FENCING

22mm 28mm 48mm 120mm

FULL INSTALLATION SERVICE
• Tildenet provides a full installation service with an experienced well qualified installation team.
• Our installation teams are used to working with established sports turf areas and have a proven 

track record of customer satisfaction.
• We have worked with many of the large main contractors and supply full method statements and 

risk assessment to satisfy all health and safety requirements.
• Our experienced staff can take you through the design, planning and installation process.

 INSTALLATION 
SERVICE 
AVAILABLE

Fence Upright

Wire Rope Clip

Net Fixing
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Our lightweight, removable fencing can be installed with posts on hinged brackets. The entire 
fence can be removed and stored if necessary.

REMOVABLE FENCING

Pulley system 
variable

Each post is hinged at the base so 
it can be quickly lowered and easily 
detached from the base plate

PERIMETER NET
FOOTBALL / RUGBY NET

CRICKET / TENNIS/ HOCKEY

GOLF

PERIMETER CR1 25MM

Black/Green - 120mm
FBF  £1.58 per m2

Black/Green/White - 48mm
RCN  £2.06 per m2

Black/Green - 28mm
SGGN/SBGN  £1.36 per m2
22mm
GRN  £4.75 per m2

Green - 2m x 50m
CR10201  £110
3m x 50m
CR10301  £165
5m x 50m
CR10501  £275
6m x 50m
CR10601  £325
10m x 50m
CR11001  £540

 INSTALLATION 
SERVICE 
AVAILABLE
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This portable ball stop fence is easy to transport and store and can be assembled in minutes. 
It can be used as a ball stop net, bespoke tennis court surround or even to protect parked 
cars on a pitch. The Portafence is available in two sizes, the smaller size for use as a court 
divider net, and a larger size for use as a full perimeter surround net.

PORTAFENCE

PORTAFENCE

COURT DIVIDER

COURT SURROUND

48mm knotted surround net

3m x 37m
MCN021  £489

30m x 19m
MCN022  £1,379
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This steel palisade is the most 
popular and reliable form of high 
security fencing. The rigid structure 
and long term weather resistance 
makes it the most popular choice for 
local authorities and businesses as 
the ideal barrier against would-be 
intruders.

PRICES AVAILABLE ON APPLICATION

We offer a complete 
netting repair/
replacement service, 
even if we didn’t 
provide the original
system. Our expert 
installers will attend a 
site visit and provide 
a no-obligation 
quotation.

PALISADE FENCE

NETTING REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT

 INSTALLATION 
SERVICE 
AVAILABLE

CRI 25mm x 25mm

GRN 22mm x 22mm

SBGN 28mm x 28mm

SGGN 28mm x 28mm

RCN 48mm x 48mm

FBF 120mm x 120mm
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ACCESSORIES
Our unique ripple weave technology gives excellent 
water dispersion whilst eliminating puddling, 
preventing stones from rising to the surface, and has 
UV stabilisation for five years.

Our strong yet lightweight Multchtex weed mat is 
the perfect landscape fabric for optimum water 
dispersion.

Our unique ripple weave technology gives excellent 
water dispersion whilst eliminating puddling, 
preventing stones from rising to the surface, and has 
UV stabilisation.

48mm knotted surround mesh. Available in black/
green/white.

120mm perimeter netting for Football & Rugby.
Available in black/green/white.

25mm green diamond mesh perimeter netting.

22mm heavy duty golf netting. Available in black/green.

28mm perimeter golf netting. Available in black/green.

WEED CONTROL (PERMATEX)

CRICKET/TENNIS/HOCKEY

FOOTBALL/RUGBY

GOLF NETTING

48mm/per m2  
RCN  £2.06

120mm/per m2  
FBF  £1.58

2m x 50m  CRI0201  £110
3m x 50m  CRI0301  £165
5m x 50m  CRI0501  £275
6m x 50m  CRI0601  £325
10m x 50m  CRI1001  £540

28mm/per m2  SBGN  £1.36
28mm/per m2  SGGN  £1.36

22mm/per m2  
GRN  £4.75

BUNKER MEMBRANE (PERMATEX)

KNOTTED SURROUND NETTING

GOLF NETTING

GOLF NETTING

MULCHTEX LANDSCAPE FABRIC

PERIMETER NETTING

PERIMETER NETTING
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Used for joining and 
tensioning wire rope.

Fixing eye for wire rope. Galvanised wire tensioner, for 
tensioning straining wire for 
ball-stop fences.

Available in various colours 
and sizes. With easy to install 
zip action. Fully UV treated.

Used to fit netting to wire rope.

Used for joining material and 
line wires.

Used in conjunction with 
Tildenet wire for easy 
tensioning.

Used to join wire rope and to 
attach wire rope.

Used for joining material and 
line wires.

Fixing point for trackway or 
cables.

Used to support netting and 
screens.

Used for joining material and 
line wires. Fully UV treated.

Universal elasticated toggle 
fixing. Pack of 100.

Tough domed top plastic pegs 
used for Grass Germination.

Double hooked top tough 
grommeted plastic pegs used 
for Grass Germination and 
Soil Support.

Strong brass coloured steel 
clip used to fix netting to 
cables or wire mesh fencing.

GRIPPLE

CARBINE HOOKS

EYE BOLT

WIRE RATCHET

LOOP ADAPTOR

CABLE GRIPS

SHACKLE

L-BRACKET

BARREL WINDERS

WIRE

THREAD & NEEDLE

TOGGLE TIES

CABLE TIES

MUSHROOM PEGS

GROUND PEGS

DOG CLIP

3mm  FCG2005  £2
5mm  FCG2004  £12 200mm  FX4013  £7 per/100

297mm  FX4014  £8 per/100

40mm  FCC2011  £0.35
50mm  FCC2020  £0.40
60mm  FCC2016  £0.45
100mm  FCC2021  £1.15

M10/80mm  FCE2004  £1.20
M10/150mm  FCE2002  £1.45
M10/200mm  FCE2001  £1.80

Curved needle  FX8001  £3.25
Black 90mm  FX5003  £1.25
Green 90mm  FX5002  £1.25

76mm Yellow  FX1003  £0.16
76mm Black  FX1004  £0.16
127mm Green  FX1005  £0.23
150mm Black  FX1000  £0.15

3mm  FCB2012  £0.25
5mm  FCB2013  £0.30

3mm  FCW2001  £0.55 per/m
5mm  FCW2002  £1.05 per/m

200mm  WR1001  £2.16

50mm  FCS001  £1.50

180mm  FX1018  £0.60

Small  WR1018  £5.50 600mm  FX8000  £0.60
90x60mm  FCB2014  £5.50 300mm  FX4010  £0.22

M10  FCL2021  £1.15
M8  FCL2023  £0.95



ALL PRICES EX-WORKS EXCLUDING VAT E&OE. DUE TO OUR POLICY OF CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO ALTER SPECIFICATIONS AND PRICES WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE.

Tildenet Limited, Hartcliffe Way, Bristol, BS3 5RJ
 Tel: 0117 966 9684 Fax: 0117 923 1251 

info@tildenet.co.uk 
www.tildenet.co.uk


